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Ernst & Young global corporate energy mix survey
Executive summary
Ernst & Young commissioned a global survey of 100 energy-intensive companies to identify the key strategic energy issues facing C-suite
executives among corporations with US$1 billion or more in revenues.
Cost is a key
y theme driving
g corporate
p
energy-mix
gy
strategy
gy decisions as respondents
p
foresee their already
y substantial energy
gy costs rising
g
over the next five years.
In this context, energy mix has now become a strategic issue at the C-suite level of billion-dollar corporations.
While cost reduction is cited most frequently as the primary objective of corporate energy strategies, a number of other goals are also
being pursued, such as energy security, carbon reduction and price stability. Regulatory compliance, together with reputational and
brand aspects, also plays a part.
As a result, energy efficiency measures, company self-generation of energy and integration of renewables into the corporate energy mix
are all being implemented at increasing rates to meet these ends and are set to accelerate further over the next five years.
years
The main barriers to self-generation and the use of renewables are related to risk and financial returns, suggesting that adoption could
come even faster with financing innovations and the increasing cost-competitiveness of renewables.
Only those corporations that have a comprehensive and diverse energy strategy will be able to create a competitive advantage in the new
world of a more resource-efficient and low-carbon economy.

Key survey findings
►

For half of the survey respondents, energy expenditures represent 5% or more
of operating costs.

►

52% of respondents say that their use of high-carbon fossil fuels such as oil
and coal will decrease over the next five years.

►

73% of respondents expect their energy costs to rise over the next five years.

►

►

70% of the respondents have a formal strategy in place to manage the mix of
diff
different
t energy sources used.
d

44% of respondents expect to meet a greater share of their energy needs
through self-generation over the next five years.

►

►

The majority of respondents (77%) indicated that cost reduction was the
primary objective of the energy mix strategy.

92% off respondents
d t cite
it reducing
d i energy costs
t as a key
k energy efficiency
ffi i
objective.

►

►

A C-suite or board chair executive has final decision-making authority at 66%
of responding corporations.

47% of respondents say that energy demand management is one of the most
important energy efficiency strategy elements, suggesting that corporations
are looking to smart grid solutions.

►

66% of respondents expect to increase or significantly increase renewables in
energy generated
t d with
ith company-owned
d or controlled
t ll d assets.
t

►

Key internal activities include collating enterprise-wide energy data (81%) and
conducting a regular energy audit (72%)
(72%).

►

59% of respondents expect to increase or significantly increase renewables in
purchased energy.

►

A larger percentage of respondents report on energy metrics in a
sustainability report (69%) than in their annual report (58%).

►

43% of respondents are unwilling to pay any price premium for renewable
energy.

►

The most important energy metrics are total amount used (82%), energy
expenditures (76%), carbon emissions (57%) and price volatility (41%).

►

40% of respondents say that their use of low-carbon fossil fuels such as
natural
t
l gas will
ill increase
i
over the
th nextt five
fi years.
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Energy mix strategy addresses key business risks
What is your company’s
company s strategy?
Business
risks
Energy mix
dimension

Financial
►

►

►

Fossil fuel-based energy
prices increasing as global
demographics and
economic growth boost
demand

Energy security
►

►

Price fluctuations in
traditional energy sources
impact the bottom line
Energy spend becoming a
growing share of
operational costs

►

The Fukushima disaster in
Japan and political turmoil
in the Middle East highlight
energy-availability risks
Production in high-growth
emerging markets faces
energy quality and
reliability issues
Energy-portfolio flexibility
needed to ensure
operational consistency

Increasing energy demand in developing nations
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Brand equity

Regulatory

►

Increasing consumer focus
on sustainability

►

Long-term carbon
penalties in major markets

►

Industry leadership being
defined outside of
traditional metrics

►

►

IInaction
ti b
becomes less
l
tenable in light of smart
energy developments and
the growing availability of
renewables

License-to-operate issues
as governments focus on
energy efficiency and
environmental objectives

►

Focus on credibility of
renewable energy
certificates as markets
become more
sophisticated

Competitive
►

New reality of resourceconstrained, low-carbon
economy changes the
basis of competitive
advantage

►

Operational efficiency
becomes a key
differentiator in the
economic downturn

►

Cleantech adoption
enabling long-term market
leadership

Crude oil prices are volatile
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Survey methodology and respondents
►

Ernst & Young commissioned a market research firm to conduct a telephone-based survey of 100 corporations globally with annual global revenues of at least
US$1 billion, a process which concluded in February 2012.

►

Of the responding companies
companies, 72% have revenues of US$1 billion but less than US$10 billion; the remaining 28% of respondents have revenues exceeding
US$10 billion.

►

Responding companies are headquartered in North America (35%), Europe (35%) and Asia-Pacific (30%). Companies headquartered in the United States are the
largest group in terms of geography, representing 25% of respondents.

►

The survey population was limited to companies in energy-intensive sectors. The largest sector groups represented in the survey are diversified industrial products
(29%), retail and wholesale (16%) and automotive (9%).

►

Responding executives were screened for involvement in their companies’ energy strategy. The majority of respondents come from four functional groups: energy
managers/directors (24%); chief sustainability officers/environment directors (18%); facilities managers/directors (18%); and procurement manager/directors
(13%).
►

68% were responsible for company energy strategy at the country or business-unit level.

►

32% had global responsibility for energy.

Survey respondents by geography
India
2%
Singapore
7%
J
Japan
7%
China
7%

North
America
35%

Asia-Pacific
30%

Australia
7%
Italy
8%

US
25%

Canada
10%

Europe
35%
Germany
9%

France
9%

UK
9%

Survey respondents by industry

Survey respondents by job title

Diversified industrial products

29%

Energy manager/director

24%

Retail and wholesale

16%

CSO or environment manager/director

18%

Automotive

9%

Facilities manager/director

18%

Food and beverage

8%

Procurement manager/director

13%

Transport and logistics

8%

Real estate manager/director

3%

Metals, mining, and oil and gas

7%

CFO

1%

Real estate and construction

5%

COO

1%

Technology,
gy, media and communications

5%

Other

Chemicals and pharmaceuticals

4%

Airlines

4%

Utilities

3%

Business services

2%
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Energy expenditures
Half of the companies surveyed spend 5% or more of operating costs on energy; three
threequarters expect costs to rise over the next five years
Higher energy costs — which are expected to rise even higher —
set the context for the discussion of corporate strategy on
energy supply.
►

For half of our survey respondents, energy expenditures represent
5% or more of operating costs.

►

A smaller but significant subset (22%) report that 20% or more of
operating costs go to energy.

►

This translates to an annual energy spend of at least US$50 million
for 42% of respondents.

►

27% spend US$100 million or more on energy.

►

73% of respondents expect their energy costs to rise over the next
five years.
years

►

38% anticipate cost increases of over 15%.

Percentage of operating cost spent on energy*
Over 40%

13%

20% to 40%

9%

10% to 20%

9%

5% to 10%

19%

2% to 5%

23%

Less than 2%
No response/unsure

Total annual expenditure on energy*
M
More
th
than US$600
US$600m

6%

US$400m to US$600m

4%

US$200m to US$400m

4%

US$100m to US$200m

13%

US$50m to US$100m

15%

US$20m to US$50m

13%

Less than US$20m

31%

No response/unsure

14%

Anticipated increase in energy costs over the next five years
Increase 30%+

6%

Increase by 15% to 30%

32%

Increase by less than 15%

35%

Stay the same

12%

Decrease by less than 15%

9%

Decrease by 15% to 30%

1%

16%

Decrease by more than 30%

0%

11%

N/A

5%

*Note: includes transportation costs
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Energy strategy
Most corporations have a formal energy strategy and defined implementation plan
Given the financial impact of energy expenditures, the majority
of respondents have a formal energy strategy and
implementation plan in place.
►

70% of the respondents have a formal strategy in place to manage
the mix of different energy sources used.

►

Nearly all of the respondents with an energy strategy also have a
formal implementation plan (96%).

►

Of those who do not have a formal energy strategy, 30% indicated
that they have plans to develop one.

►

The energy strategy time-frame for most respondents does not
stretch beyond five years.

Respondents with a formal energy strategy

No, 30%
Yes,
70%

Reasons cited for the lack of a formal energy strategy include:
►

The use of targets with implementation devolved to site-level
management

►

The use of outsourced facility management firms that are
responsible for energy-use decisions

►

L k off personnell with
Lack
ith the
th requisite
i it expertise
ti

Energy strategy outlook (number of years)
years
More than 10 y

7%

Up to 10 years

9%

Up to 7 years

3%

Up to 5 years

33%

Up to 3 years

30%

Not linked to a time-frame

14%

Unsure/no answer

4%

Note: pool consists of the 70 respondents who indicated they have a formal energy strategy in
place
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Overall objectives of energy strategy
Cost reduction is the primary driver
Cost reduction is the overriding driver of corporate energy mix
strategy.
►

The majority of respondents (77%) indicated that cost reduction was
the primary objective of the energy mix strategy.

►

Ensuring reliability of energy supply is another key objective (31%).

►

Minimizing carbon emissions, meeting regulatory requirements and
reducing
g energy
gy price
p
volatility
y were also cited as key
y energy
gy
strategy objectives.

Most important drivers of corporate energy mix
Cost of energy

77%

Reliability of energy supply

31 %

C b emissions
Carbon
i i

23 %

Regulatory compliance

15 %

Energy price
volatility/predictability
y/p
y

10 %

Note: response totals exceed 100% as respondents could select more than one option

Selected respondent comments on energy strategy objectives
“To
To see how energy costs will develop over the next two to three years and to ensure a high level of
[energy] security”
“First, to reduce energy use; second, to increase the usage of renewable energy”
“To phase out older technology and equipment and replace it with more energy-efficient equipment”
“To help us achieve three targets: to reduce energy consumption by 15%; to reduce greenhouse gases by
20%; and to increase the renewable energy mix by 5%.”
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Energy strategy implementation challenges
Financing, technology selection and progress measurement
The main challenges to implementing an energy mix strategy
are not internal factors, such as in-house expertise or executive
sponsorship. Rather, respondents identified project financing,
technology selection and progress measurement as the key
challenges:
►

Financing and capital issues related to energy mix projects (47%)

►

Identifying and accessing government grants and incentives (40%)

►

Assessing and selecting technologies (39%)

►

Measuring or tracking progress in meeting energy mix strategy
objectives (37%)

Key energy strategy implementation challenges

Financing and capital issues
related to energy mix projects

47%

Identifying and accessing
government
go
ernment grants and incentives
incenti es

40%

Assessing and selecting
technologies

39%

Measuring or tracking progress in
meeting strategy objectives

37%

Prioritizing potential energy mix
projects

33%

Lack of internal expertise for
strategy
gy implementation
p

25%

Lack of executive sponsorship for
needed projects

21%

Other

21%

Note: response totals exceed 100% as respondents could select more than one option
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Energy mix decision-making
C-suite
C
suite executives decide on energy strategy for majority of corporations
With energy costs so important to the bottom line,
responsibility for energy mix strategy resides at the top levels
of corporate executive teams. Awareness of energy issues is
also high among corporate boards. There is also a high degree
of centralization in energy decision-making.
►

►

►

►

66% of respondents say that their board of directors understand the
benefits of an effective energy mix strategy.
44% report that energy issues are frequently discussed at board
meetings.
A C-suite or board-chair executive has final decision-making
authority for 66% of respondents.
All or most energy decisions are made centrally at the group level
for 69% of respondents.

Perspectives on board of directors’ awareness
Our board understands the
potential gain to the
organization of an
effective energy mix
strategy
Issues of energy strategy
are frequently discussed at
our company board
meetings
Strongly agree
Di
Disagree

37%

24%

Agree
St
Strongly
l disagree
di

15%

Chief executive officer

36%

Chief operating officer/managing director

12%

Chief financial officer

11%

General manager

10%

Board chairman

7%

Chief sustainability officer

5%

Real estate manager/director

4%

Supply chain manager/director

2%

Facilities manager/director

2%

Other

6%

Unsure/no response

5%

Decision-making process

29%

20%

Level of executive making final decision on corporate energy mix
strategy

13%

13%

10 %

9% 5 % 7%

18%

Neither agree nor disagree
N answer/unsure
No
/
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All energy decisions are made centrally at
group level

30%

Most energy decisions are made centrally, but
some are made locally

39%

Most energy
M
gy decisions are made locally,
y, but
some are made centrally

21%

All energy decisions are made locally

9%

Unsure/no response

1%
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Scope 1* energy sources
A variety of renewable energy sources are used in Scope 1
energy consumption. While currently representing a small
percentage of overall Scope 1 energy, renewables use is set to
grow over the next five years.
►

►

►

►

Types of Scope 1 energy used
N t l gas
Natural

64%

Petroleum fuels for transportation

59%

Oil

42%

Photovoltaic (PV) solar

25%

Biomass/biogas

20%

Biofuels for transportation

19%

Coal

13%

41% of respondents derive some portion of their Scope 1 energy
from renewable sources.
A small g
group
p of respondents
p
((11%)) derives over 10% of Scope
p 1
energy from renewables.
Solar photovoltaic (PV) is the most widely used renewable energy
source used in Scope 1 energy consumption.
66% of respondents expect to increase or significantly increase
p 1 energy.
gy
renewables in Scope

Geothermal

7%

Concentrated solar power (CSP)

7%

Onshore wind

5%

Offshore wind
Other renewable energy
Other non-renewable energy

2%
10%
9%

Note: response totals exceed 100% as respondents could select more than one option

Percentage of Scope 1 energy derived through renewable sources
Over 10%

11%

3% to 5%

12%

1% to 2%

18%

None

40%

Don't know

18%

Change in Scope 1 renewable energy use next five years
Significant
No change decrease
29%
0% N/A
2%

Significant
increase
16%

0%

100%
Increase
51%

Decrease
2%

*Note: Scope 1 energy is energy generated from assets that are owned or controlled by the company itself, inclusive of vehicle fleets.
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Renewables in purchased (Scope 2) energy
Renewables are more widely used in purchased (Scope 2)
energy due at least in part to the relative ease of procurement;
similarly, renewables make up a greater share of purchased
energy. Renewables use by corporations in purchased energy is
also set to rise over the next five years.
►

48% of respondents derive some portion of their purchased energy
from renewable sources.

►

A significant group of respondents (26%) derives over 11% of
purchased energy from renewables.

►

Wind and hydro are the most common types of purchased energy.

►

59% of respondents expect to increase or significantly increase
renewables in purchased energy.
energy

Types of renewables in purchased energy
Wind

41%

Hydroelectric

36%

Solar

31%

Biomass/biogas

20%

Geothermal

17%

Other

10%

Note: response totals exceed 100% as respondents could select more than one option

Percentage of purchased (Scope 2) energy derived from renewable
sources
Over 20%
11% to 20%

20%
6%

1% to 10%

22%

None

22%

Don't know

30%

Change in purchased (Scope 2) renewable energy use, next five
years
Significant
increase
3%

No change
34%

Significant
decrease
0% N/A
2%

0%

100%
Increase
56%

Decrease
3%

*Note: Scope 2 energy is purchased energy generated offsite.
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Renewable energy purchasing
Corporations are procuring renewable energy through direct
contracts (52%) with entities such as utilities, independent
power producers and renewable-project developers and through
the purchase of renewable energy credits (36%). However, only
a minority of respondents are willing to pay any premium for
renewable energy compared to traditional energy sources.
►

39% of corporations
p
are willing
g to p
pay
y a price
p
p
premium for
renewables. Only 2% are willing to pay a premium of greater
than 10%.

►

43% are unwilling to pay any price premium at all.

Sources of renewably-generated energy
Through direct contracts with
renewable energy producers

52%

Through purchase of renewable
energy credits (RECs)

36%

Other
Unsure/no response

6%
14%

Note: response totals exceed 100% as respondents could select more than one option

Price premiums corporations are willing to pay for renewable energy
More than 20%

1%

More than 10% up to 20%

1%

More than 5% up to 10%

10%

More than 2% up to 5%

18%

Less than 2%
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9%

None

43%

Don't know/refused

18%
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Outlook on fossil fuels
While corporations plan to increase the amount of renewable
energy that they generate themselves and purchase, the
corollary is not a simple reduction in fossil fuels consumed.
►

40% of respondents say that the use of low-carbon fossil fuels such
as natural gas will increase over the next five years. Cheap and
plentiful in many regions as a result of shale gas exploitation,
natural gas offers cost and carbon-reduction benefits.

►

Conversely, 52% of respondents say that the use high-carbon fossil
fuels such as oil and coal will decrease over the same period. This
reflects a variety of concerns related to price, availability and
carbon emissions.

Energy from low-carbon fossil fuels, next five years
Significant
increase
4%

Significant
decrease
1%

No change
43%

0%

100%
Increase
36%

Decrease N/A
10%
6%

Energy
gy from high-carbon
g
fossil fuels,, next five y
years
Significant
increase
2%

0%
Increase
9%
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Significant
decrease
7%

No change
32%

Decrease
45%

100%
N/A
5%
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Company self-generation — all energy
Corporations are investing in their own energy generation capabilities
for objectives that include reducing energy price volatility, increasing
security of supply,
supply decreasing costs and meeting carbon objectives.
objectives A
number of well-known large corporations have launched initiatives to
generate their own energy, such as Toyota, eBay, Kimberly-Clark, BMW
and PepsiCo. Our survey suggests that this practice is not yet
widespread, but likely to grow over the next several years.
►

Slightly over half (51%) of respondents report no self
self-generation
generation at all;
only 20% of respondents generate more than 10% of their companies’ total
energy needs.

►

50% of respondents prefer to finance new energy infrastructure from their
own balance sheet.

►

The leading reason cited for not investing in self-generation is that the
payback period is too long for such investments (45%),
(45%) followed by risk
considerations (27%) and internal rate of return calculations (27%).

►

However, 44% of respondents expect to meet a greater share of their energy
needs through self-generation over the next five years.

►

Factors such as the upfront investment amount, the company’s level of
experience with energy projects, site availability and technology readiness
are relatively unimportant, suggesting that the right financial models could
unlock corporate investments in energy generation.

Preference in financing new energy infrastructure
Prefer to finance from own balance sheet
Prefer a combination of balance sheet and debt
finance
Prefer external financing, such as project or debt
finance
Other
Don't know
kno

50%
21%
7%
4%
18%

Reasons for not investing in self-generation
Payback period is too long

45%

Risks involved (e.g. financial, safety)

27%

Insufficient internal rate of return

27%

Regulatory environment

18%

Lack of experience/expertise

9%

Initial investment needed was too high

9%

Not our core business

0%

h l
is
i nott advanced
d
d enough
h
Technology

0%

Lack of space or suitable sites

0%

Note: response totals exceed 100% as respondents could select more than one option

Percentage of current total power met through company-owned
generation
Over 10%

20%

Between 1% and 10%

19%

None

51%

Don't know

10%
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Change in self-generated energy in next five years
Significant
increase
7%

No change
56%

Significant
decrease
1%

0%

100%
Increase
27%

Decrease
3%

N/A
6%
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Energy efficiency
The corporate focus on the bottom line is clearly seen in the
survey results related to the role of efficiency in energy
strategy. Reducing energy costs is the primary objective, with
important subsidiary goals, such as smaller footprint and less
exposure to price and availability risk in fossil fuels.
►

92% cite reducing energy costs as a key energy efficiency objective.

►

47% of respondents say that energy demand management is one of
the most important energy efficiency strategy elements, suggesting
that corporations are looking to smart grid solutions.

►

Other key energy efficiency strategy elements also have a “smart
energy” dimension.

►

82% expect to increase reductions in energy consumption through
energy efficiency measures over the next five years.

Most important energy efficiency strategy elements
Energy demand management (e.g.,
(e g
smart metering and
heating/lighting controls)

47%

Building energy management
systems

20%

Energy efficient lighting (e.g. LED)

18%

Building automation (e.g., HVAC
improvements)

18%

Industrial energy management
systems

16%

Note: response totals exceed 100% as respondents could select more than one option

Anticipated reductions in energy consumption through energy
efficiency, next five years

Key energy efficiency objectives
Reduce energy costs

92%

p
Reduce carbon footprint

60%

Reduce exposure to fossil-fuels price
fluctuations

59%

Reduce exposure to fossil-fuels
availability risk

37%

Significant
increase
22%

Significant
No change decrease
1% N/A
9%
2%

0%
Increase
60%

100%
Decrease
6%

Note: response totals exceed 100% as respondents could select more than one option
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Energy tracking and reporting
Corporate energy strategies are accompanied by a variety of
internal and external tracking and reporting activities.
►

Key internal activities include collating enterprise-wide energy data
(81%) and conducting a regular energy audit (72%).

►

A larger percentage of respondents report on energy metrics in a
sustainability report (69%) than in their annual report (58%).

►

The most important
p
energy
gy metrics are total amount used (82%),
(
),
energy expenditures (76%), carbon emissions (57%) and price
volatility (41%)

Energy tracking and reporting activities
Collate ongoing energy usage data
from across the business

81%

Conduct a regular energy audit

72%

Report energy metrics in a
sustainability
y report
p
Regular reporting of energy metrics to
our board

69%
64%

Regular reviews of energy mix targets

60%

Report energy metrics in our annual
report

58%

Note: response totals exceed 100% as respondents could select more than one option

Most important energy metrics tracked and reported on
Total amount of energy used

82%

Energy expenditures

76%

Total carbon emissions

57%

Price volatility

41%

Energy intensity of production

38%

Carbon intensity of production

33%

Energy continuity/reliability

31%

Note: response totals exceed 100% as respondents could select more than one option
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Energy audit key challenges
Survey respondents were invited to comment on the key issues revealed in their companies’ latest energy audit. Taken together,
the energy audit issues revealed the difficulty of implementing a global energy mix strategy.
Common challenges highlighted by the respondents include:
►

Need to develop a structured approach to meeting energy targets

►

A greater focus on implementation of energy conservation programs

►

Better understanding of energy usage profile

►

Improvementt in monitoring
t
and
d ttracking
k
energy metrics
t

►

Understanding of the opportunity to increase the proportion of self-generated energy and renewable energy in the mix

►

Better understanding of technology to optimize efficiency and replace aging or low-performing equipment

►

Need for energy security in terms of both supply and cost

►

Funding and access to capital

Selected respondent comments on energy audit challenges
“The need for further energy conservation and to identify the best methods to conserve energy were the
biggest challenges revealed by our most recent energy audit.”
“… to meet the energy saving targets we have identified for the year.”
“Challenges include lighting inefficiency, temperature control, maintenance of HVAC equipment.”
“… to maintain security regarding energy supply and to maintain the cost level of energy supply.”
“… to increase the introduction of alternative fuels as opposed to coal.”
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of professionals in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services
who understand the business dynamics of cleantech. We have the
experience to help you make the most of opportunities in this
marketplace, and address any challenges. Whichever sector or
market you’re in, we can provide the insights you need to realize the
benefits of cleantech.
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